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We consider the task of partitioning the zeros of a real or complex polynomial into clus-
ters and of determining their location and multiplicity for polynomials with coe–cients
of limited accuracy. We derive computational procedures for the solution of this task
which combine symbolic computation with °oating-point arithmetic. The validation of
the existence of m zeros in a specifled small disk is described.
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1. Introduction
Standard validation methods for zeros of univariate polynomials over the real or complex
numbers establish the existence and uniqueness of a zero within a small set in the complex
plane (generally a real or complex interval); for details, see the relevant literature, e.g.
Neumaier (1990). Because of the uniqueness implied by a successful validation, these
methods must fail for multiple zeros or dense clusters of zeros. This shows the need for
computational procedures which locate multiple zeros or dense clusters of zeros and flnd
their multiplicity, and which validate the existence of that zero set in a specifled small
set in C.
Actually, if some or all of the coe–cients of a polynomial are known only to a specifled
accuracy|as is ordinarily the case in scientiflc computing|the concept of a multiple
zero becomes meaningless: An arbitrary small change of the coe–cients leads to the
disintegration of an m-fold zero into a dense cluster of m distinct zeros. On the other
hand, the location and multiplicity of a cluster of zeros in a certain domain of C is a
stable phenomenon: All su–ciently close polynomials have a zero cluster of the same
multiplicity in that domain. This fact was stressed quite early by Kahan (1972), see also
related investigations by Mosier (1986) and Koh-Trefethen (1994).
Naturally, the proper grouping of zeros into clusters is closely related to the accuracy
level assumed for the coe–cients of the specifled polynomial. We will call a set of m zeros
(m > 1) an m-cluster of zeros of the given polynomial p if there exists a polynomial p⁄
which is equivalent to p at the assumed accuracy level and which possesses an exact m-
fold zero at the location of the cluster. This polynomial p⁄ is not uniquely determined, and
neither is the precise position of the m-fold zero which we call the center of the cluster.
Standard symbolic computation methods are not able to cope with this situation.
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In this paper, we derive computational procedures for the partitioning of the zeros of
real or complex polynomials into clusters and for the computation of their multiplicities
and centers, at a given accuracy level. Furthermore, we establish a procedure to bound
the radius of a disk about a cluster center which contains all the zeros of the cluster. These
procedures use a combination of symbolic computation and °oating-point arithmetic. It
is also shown how the existence of the m zeros of a cluster inside a specifled disk may be
strictly validated.
For polynomials with su–ciently accurate coe–cients, the location of the individual
zeros within an m-cluster may be determined from a \local" polynomial of degree m
whose computation we describe. This approach to the approximation and validation of
densely clustered zeros signiflcantly reduces the associated ill-conditioning.
Examples are used to demonstrate the practicality of the approach. Due to the sys-
tematic use of °oating-point arithmetic in place of exact rational arithmetic, execution
times and storage requirements for our procedures are low.
The investigations reported in this paper are part of a project which aims at a wider
utilization of algebraic algorithms in scientiflc computing. The underlying paradigm
is the embedding of the relevant quantities into their neighbourhoods, i.e. an analytic
point of view. This leads to modifled algorithms which are meaningful in situations with
data of limited accuracy and permits the controlled use of °oating-point arithmetic.
Other preliminary results have been reported in Stetter (1993a, b) and Mo˜ller{Stetter
(1994).
2. Multiple Zeros and Clusters of Zeros
Within the framework of symbolic computation, the detection and localization of mul-
tiple zeros of a polynomial p 2 Q[x], Q the complex rational numbers, is a well-known
procedure.
Let gcd(p1; p2) denote the greatest common divisor of two polynomials p1; p2 2 Q[x],
with leading coe–cients normalized to 1. This gcd(p1; p2) is computed by the polynomial
Euclidean algorithm, in rational arithmetic. For a specifled polynomial p0 2 Q[x] of
degree [p0] = n0, deflne the sequencey
pi := gcd(pi¡1; p0i¡1); i = 1; 2; : : : (2.1)
which ends with pk = 1. For i = 1(1)k, let
ni := [pi]; rni := ni¡1 ¡ ni; –2ni := rni ¡rni+1 (2.2)
and rnk+1 := 0. Then there are exactly „ni := –2ni zeros of multiplicity i; they are
determined by the polynomials „pi of degree „ni which appear in the \square free" decom-
position
p0 =
kY
i=1
(„pi)i: (2.3)
The decomposition is obtained from the sequence fpig in a straightforward manner; see,
e.g., Davenport et al. (1993).
y Here, p0 denotes the derivative of the polynomial p.
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Example 2.1. Assume that p0; [p0] = 12, has a simple zero at z1, triple zeros at z2 and
z3, and a flve-fold zero at z4, so that
p0 = (x¡ z1)(x¡ z2)3(x¡ z3)3(x¡ z4)5:
Then the above procedure yields a sequence fpig, i = 1(1)5, with
i ni rni –2ni
0 12 | |
1 8 4 1 one simple zero
2 5 3 0
3 2 3 2 two triple zeros
4 1 1 0
5 0 1 1 one flve-fold zero
z4 may be found from „p5 := p4=p5; z2 and z3 are the zeros of the quadratic polynomial
„p3 := p2=(p3 ¢ „p5) and z1 is obtained from „p1 := p0=(p1 ¢ „p3 ¢ „p5).2
However, this symbolic computation procedure is rarely of use in scientiflc computing
because a tiny perturbation of p0 will generally turn all m-fold zeros (m > 1) into
clusters of simple zeros so that the symbolic procedure will flnd only simple zeros. For
a perturbation of order ", the clusters will be contained in disks of radii O( m
p
†) so
that the numerical determination of individual zeros will be an ill-conditioned problem.
Therefore, if some or all of the coe–cients of a given polynomial p0 are only known within
a limited accuracy, the concept of a multiple zero and the procedure described above are
not adequate and must be extended. This is the purpose of this paper.
In the following, we will consider polynomials in C[x], specifled by the vector of their
coe–cients in the representation
p 2 C[x] : x!
nX
j=0
ajx
j ; aj 2 C: (2.4)
To quantify the size of perturbations, we introduce the norm
kpk :=
°°°°°°°
0B@ an...
a0
1CA
°°°°°°°
1
=
nX
j=0
jaj j: (2.5)
We are aware of the fact that (2.5) is meaningful as a function norm only for argument
values in a specifled bounded domain: for example,
kpk • †) max
jxj•1
jp(x)j • †: (2.6)
However, by an a–ne transformation, any bounded domain of C may be transferred
into the unit disk so that there is no essential loss of generality as long as we do not
consider phenomena near 1. Furthermore, it is obvious how various procedures have to
be modifled if the domains of interest are not centered about the origin.
Note that (2.5) also implies
kp1 ¢ p2k • kp1k ¢ kp2k: (2.7)
As indicated in Section 1, the concept of an m-fold zero must be replaced by that of
an m-cluster of zeros and the latter concept should refer to an assumed accuracy level:
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Definition 2.1. At the accuracy level fi, a polynomial ~p 2 C[x] possesses an m-cluster
of zeros with center ‡ 2 C if there exists a polynomial p⁄ 2 C[x], deg p⁄ • deg ~p; which
satisfles
p⁄ has an (exact) m-fold zero at ‡, k~p¡ p⁄k • fi (2.8)
or, equivalently, if there exists a decomposition, with deg ~r • deg ~p;
~p(x) = (x¡ ‡)m~q(x) + ~r(x); with k~rk • fi: (2.9)
It is important to realize that, for a specifled polynomial ~p, the values of ‡ and the
polynomials p⁄ or ~q, ~r are not uniquely deflned; a slightly difierent ‡ will generally be
an exact m-fold zero of a slightly difierent p⁄ which is also su–ciently close to ~p. On the
other hand, for a given accuracy level and for ‡-values from a certain part of C, there is
a largest possible value for the cluster multiplicity m; this is the value which is meant in
Deflnition 2.1.
Strictly speaking, this m is an increasing, integer-valued and hence necessarily discon-
tinuous function of fi 2 R+. But from a practical point of view, we have to understand \if
there exists" in a constructive sense as \if we can compute"; then the points of disconti-
nuity are only vaguely deflned and become \critical ranges", due to the above-mentioned
ambiguities in (2.8) and (2.9). With the same value of m, one computational procedure
may generate a center ‡ which leads to an k~rk slightly below a specifled fi while another
procedure generates a slightly difierent ‡ with k~rk slightly above fi.
A posteriori, for a specifled ~p and computed values of m and ‡, a polynomial ~r of degree
• m ¡ 1 can be explicitly determined from (2.9). In view of the fact that an accuracy
level is normally specifled as \of order 10¡k" or \with k correct decimal digits", it may
then be a matter of judgement whether the value of k~rk is considered admissible or not.
The speciflcation of an accuracy level fi must also assume a specifled normalization of
the polynomials in question, cf. (2.8) and (2.9). Usually, we will assume our polynomials
to have leading coe–cients 1; this aspect must be kept in mind.
Example 2.2. y Consider the polynomial
~p(x) = x4 ¡ 1:414 3878x3 + 0:000 1232x2 + 0:707 1939x¡ 0:250 0616:
~p has three zeros near 12
p
2; there is a decomposition (2.9) with ‡ = 0:707 105 and m = 3
~p(x) := (x¡ 0:707 105)3(x+ 0:706 927) + (¡0:000 254x2 + 0:000 359x¡ 0:000 127)
so that the three zeros constitute a three-cluster at an accuracy level 7:4£10¡4. If this ‡
is replaced by 0:707 164 85, the size of k~rk reduces to 1:1 £ 10¡7, with all coe–cients
of ~r below 0:5 £ 10¡7. This means that there exist polynomials which become identical
with ~p when rounded to seven decimals, and which have an exact triple zero in the
neighbourhood of 12
p
2; but almost all such polynomials have three distinct but close
zeros so that a three-cluster is the only adequate description.
On the other hand, k~rk cannot be pushed below 0:5£ 10¡7 with m = 3. However, one
may distinguish a two-cluster by a decomposition (2.9) with m = 2 and k~rk < 10¡8:
~p(x) := (x¡ 0:707 105)2(x2 ¡ 0:000 177 79x¡ 0:500 125 72)
+(¡0:000 000 0048x+ 0:000 000 0019):
y In the following, := indicates that numerical constants are correct to the number of digits indicated.
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Thus if ~p is assumed exact to eight decimals, one zero in the original three-cluster becomes
isolated while the other two may still constitute a genuine double zero. Only at an
assumed accuracy of at least nine decimals, a genuine multiple zero near 12
p
2 may safely
be excluded.2
In the situation of Example 2.2, a standard computer algebra system would have found
gcd(~p; ~p0) = 1 and thus diagnosed four simple zeros although there are polynomials p⁄
with nearly the same coe–cients which have exact triple or at least double zeros near
1
2
p
2.
An obvious prerequisite for the computational detection of zero clusters is a procedure
which detects near-common zeros of two polynomials (viz. ~p and ~p0). The use of such
a procedure in place of the Euclidean algorithm in the computation of a sequence f~pig
which corresponds to the sequence fpig of (2.1) should lead to the detection of zero
clusters.
3. Near-GCDs and a Stabilized Euclidean Algorithm
Consider two polynomials f⁄1 ; f
⁄
2 2 C[x] with gcd(f⁄1 ; f⁄2 ) = g⁄, [g⁄] ‚ 1. A slight
perturbation of the f⁄i will generally make the perturbed polynomials ~fi relative prime.
Therefore the GCD is a discontinuous mapping and unsuitable for computations with
limited accuracy; we propose to replace it by the following concept of a near-GCD.
Definition 3.1. At the accuracy level fi, two polynomials ~fi 2 C[x], i = 1; 2, possess a
near-GCD ~g if there exist polynomials f⁄i 2 C[x], i = 1; 2, which satisfy
gcd(f⁄1 ; f
⁄
2 ) = ~g; and k ~fi ¡ f⁄i k • fi; i = 1; 2: (3.1)
Equivalently, a near-GCD ~g of ~f1 and ~f2 satisfles
~fi = ~g ¢ ~qi + ~ri with k~rik • fi; i = 1; 2: (3.2)
A near-GCD at accuracy level fi will be denoted by fi-gcd( ~f1; ~f2).
Deflnition 3.1. follows the concept of a quasi-GCD introduced by Schoenhage (1985). In
addition to (3.1) or (3.2), Schoenhage requests a representation ~g = u1 ~f1 +u2 ~f2 + ~h with
k~hk < fi ¢ k~gk. He is not interested in (near-)common zeros but in aspects of complexity.
Naturally, one is interested in a near-GCD ~g⁄ of the maximal degree feasible at the ac-
curacy level fi. But the considerations after Deflnition 2.1 apply in an analogous manner:
such a ~g⁄ and the associated f⁄i ; ~qi; ~ri are not sharply deflned, and [~g
⁄] is an increasing,
integer-valued function of fi whose discontinuities cannot be sharply localized, because
\existence" must be regarded as \computational generation". A posteriori, for specifled
~f1; ~f2 and a computed ~g, the value of maxi=1;2 k~rik is well-deflned; its admissibility in a
given situation may thus be assessed (cf. also Example 3.1).
The classical Euclidean algorithm (EA) for polynomials computes gcd(f1; f2) via a
sequence ffig of polynomials of strictly decreasing degree through polynomial division.
Assume (w.l.o.g.) [f1] ‚ [f2]; then, for i = 2; 3; : : : ;
(fi¡1; fi)! (gi; fi+1)
with
fi¡1 = figi + fi+1 (3.3)
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until
fi+1 = 0 and fi = gcd(f1; f2): (3.4)
Whenever [gcd(f1; f2)] ‚ 1, a minute change in any of the fi will generally change the
GCD in a dramatic fashion by lowering its degree, generally to 0; this instability in the
EA re°ects the discontinuity of the GCD. It is to be expected that the replacement of
the strict termination criterion (3.4) by \fi+1 su–ciently small" will stabilize the EA and
generate a near-gcd(f1; f2).y The crucial question is the form of the relaxed termination
criterion which should be imposed at a given accuracy level fi.
This problem has been investigated in the flrst part of the PhD thesis of Hribernig
(1994). His analysis is based on the representations
fi = s
(i)
j fj + s
(i)
j¡1fj+1; j > i ‚ 1; (3.5)
for the polynomials fi generated by the EA. The polynomials s
(i)
j satisfy the recurrences
s
(i)
j = qjs
(i)
j¡1 + s
(i)
j¡2; j > i; with s
(i)
i¡1 := 0; s
(i)
i := 1: (3.6)
(3.6) implies the relation (j > i)
s
(i)
j
s
(i)
j¡1
= qj +
1
qj¡1 +
1
¢ ¢ ¢+ 1
qi
: (3.7)
By (3.6), the s(1)j and s
(2)
j may be computed along with the sequence ffig. From (3.5),
for i = 1 and 2, we obtain that the termination criterion
ks(i)j¡1fj+1k • fi; i = 1; 2; (3.8)
establishes fj as an fi-gcd(f1; f2).
The replacement of the termination criterion (3.4) by (3.8) leads to a stabilized form of
the EA which we will denote by SEA; it delivers a near-gcd(f1; f2) at a specifled accuracy
level fi.
Because of the natural ambiguity in an fi-GCD (cf. Remark 3.1), the SEA may be
carried out in °oating-point arithmetic if the backward errors ks(i)j¡1‰j+1k of the round-
ofi residuals
‰j+1 := ~fj¡1 ¡ ~fj ¢ ~qj ¡ ~fj+1 (3.9)
remain su–ciently small relative to fi. The use of °oating-point in the SEA may lead to a
dramatic reduction in execution time when the denominators and numerators of rational
representations of the coe–cients are long integers. Such a controlled introduction of
°oating-point arithmetic into symbolic computation has been a major goal of the research
project to which the results in this paper belong.
A further computational simpliflcation of the SEA is obtained by a replacement of the
polynomial backward error coe–cients s(i)j of (3.5) by scalar quantities which are upper
bounds for ks(i)j k so that the termination criterion (3.8) becomes
(bound for ks(i)j¡1k) ¢ kfj+1k • fi; i = 1; 2: (3.10)
y This approach is standard in numerical analysis.
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Naturally, this more stringent criterion may lead to a delayed termination of the sequence
f ~fjg and thus to a near-GCD of reduced degree.
The adequacy of the generated fi-gcd(f1; f2) ~fj may easily be checked by an a posteriori
analysis. A (°oating-point) polynomial division of ~f1 and ~f2 by ~fj yields residuals v
(i)
j
~fi = ~fjw
(i)
j + v
(i)
j ; (3.11)
if kv(i)j k ¿ fi; i = 1; 2, one may test the v(i)j¡1 to check if the previous term ~fj¡1 may
be a more appropriate fi-GCD. For all analytic and computational details, we refer
to Hribernig (1994). There, one may also flnd references to and evaluations of related
approaches in the literature, e.g. Schoenhage (1985), Rhaman (1989), Sasaki and Noda
(1989). For the purposes of this paper, it is su–cient that we may assume that it is
possible to compute an fi-gcd(f1; f2), in the sense of Deflnition 3.1, e–ciently.
Example 3.1. We take ~f1 = ~p of Example 2.2 and ~f2 = 14 ~p
0 and perform an EA in
°oating-point arithmetic (double precision), with a parallel computation of the backward
error bounds of (3.8) and (3.10):
j [ ~fj ] (3:8) (3:10)
1 4 | |
2 3 | |
3 2 1:09 1:09
4 1 0:9£ 10¡7 1:0£ 10¡7
5 0 0:6£ 10¡9 0:9£ 10¡9
At the accuracy level of our polynomial, there is a clear indication of an fi-GCD ~f3 of
degree 2; only if we could assume ~p to be exact as specifled, ~f4 should be considered as
a linear fi-GCD. The a posteriori residuals (cf. (3.11)) found for the fi-GCD ~f3 are
kv1k … 0:24£ 10¡7; kv2k … 0:67£ 10¡7: 2
Example 3.2. (from Schoenhage (1985).) For ~f1 = x4 + x+ 1, ~f2 = x3 ¡ †x, † small,
the EA yields ~f5 = O(†2) although there is no nontrivial near-GCD for reasonably small
fi. However, the associated factors, s(i)3 in (3.8) and (3.10) become O(†
¡2) so that our
SEA is not fooled into considering ~f5 as su–ciently small. The size of s
(i)
3 also points out
that a °oating point computation of ~f5 must use a su–ciently high accuracy.
4. Computational Determination of Cluster Multiplicities and Locations
For a specifled polynomial ~p0, we wish to replace the sequence of the pi deflned by (2.1)
by a sequence of fi-GCDs, say
~pi an fi-gcd(~pi¡1; ~p0i¡1); (4.1)
and to use these polynomials and their degrees for the determination of cluster mul-
tiplicities and locations in a manner analogous to that described at the beginning of
Section 2.
Proposition 4.1. For j‡j • 1, if (x¡ ‡)m¡1 is a factor of an fi-GCD of ~p and ~p0, then
~p has an m-cluster of zeros with center ‡ at accuracy level 3fi.
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Proof. Let [~p] = n; the hypothesis implies
~p(x) = (x¡ ‡)m¡1q(x) + r(x); with krk • fi;
1
n
¢ ~p0(x) = (x¡ ‡)m¡1 ¢ q1(x) + r1(x); with kr1k • fi: (4.2)
From (4.2),
~p(x) = (x¡ ‡)m ¢ „q(x) +
Z x
‡
r1(») d» + c; (4.3)
with jcj = jr(‡)j • fi. Furthermore, with r1(x) =
Pn0
j=0 ‰jx
j , kr1k =
P
j j‰j j • fi,°°°°Z x
‡
r1(») d»
°°°° • °°°° n
0X
j=0
‰j
xj+1
(j + 1)!
°°°°+ flflflfl n
0X
j=0
‰j
‡j+1
(j + 1)!
flflflfl • 2fi;
so that (4.3) implies the assertion. 2
Since the factors of a near-GCD of p and p0 and their multiplicities are generally found
in a sequence of steps (4.1), the fi in Proposition 4.1 will rarely be known in practice.
However, after the determination of a \near-decomposition" (cf. (2.3))
~p0 =
kY
i=0
( ~~pi
i
+~~r) (4.4)
one may form the a posteriori decompositions
~p0 = (~~p¡ i)i ¢ ~qi + ~ri; i = 1(1)k; (4.5)
and check the size of the ~ri. If k~rik … fi, i = 1(1)k, then we accept the representation
(4.4) as a proper grouping of the zeros of ~p0 into clusters at the accuracy level fi.
To deal with the situation where the magnitude of k~rik deviates seriously from fi, we
note from (2.2) that the total number of clusters (also counting 1-clusters) is determined
by rn1 = n0 ¡ n1, i.e. by the degree n1 of ~p1 = near-gcd(~p0; ~p00); cf. also Examples 2.1
and 2.2. Since
k~rik À¿ fi indicates
too few
too many clusters,
we have to lower, resp. raise, [~p1] for a more adequate result. This means that we have
to take one step more, resp. less, in the SEA which generates ~p1. The norm of the
remainder term for the new near-GCD ~p1 will also indicate the tolerance level at which
the calculation of the further ~pi should presumably proceed for a representation (4.4)
with k~rik … fi.
Naturally, as in the standard procedure, if one or more of the ~~pi have degrees greater
than 1, their approximate zeros must be found as centers of the representative i-clusters.
These zeros must be well-separated at the specifled accuracy level; therefore this should
be possible numerically without di–culties.
Example 4.1. Hull and Mathon (1996) consider a complex rational polynomial of degree
9 with one simple, one triple and one quintuple zero; all zeros are complex rational
numbers. We have scaled the polynomial such that all zeros are inside the unit circle
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(but still rational). The polynomial ~p0 below has been obtained by approximating these
rational coe–cients to six decimal digits:
~p0 = x9 ¡ (5:833 333 + 2:333 333i)x8 + (12:888 889 + 11:722 222i)x7
¡(13:416 667 + 24:694 444i)x6 + (5:293 210 + 28:703 704i) x5
+(2:389 403¡ 20:183 642i)x4 ¡ (3:790 123¡ 8:750 857i) x3
+(1:880 630¡ 2:247 914i)x2 ¡ (0:452 884¡ 0:299 535i)x
+(0:045 217¡ 0:013 868i):
Naturally, an exact GCD computation of ~p0 and ~p00 flnds no common zeros. Our stabilized
algorithm which computes backward error bounds for \premature" termination flnds a
clear indication of an fi-gcd(~p0; ~p00) of degree 6, with fi … 2:6£ 10¡2.
Continuation of the sequence (4.1), with this ~p1 and the same fi, leads to the following
degrees ni of fi-GCDs:
i ni rni –2ni
0 9 | |
1 6 3 1 one simple zero
2 4 2 0
3 2 2 1 one three-cluster
4 1 1 0
5 0 1 1 one flve-cluster
The corresponding polynomials ~~pi in the decomposition (4.4) are linear
~p0 = ~~p1 ¢~~p
3
3 ¢~~p
5
5 +~„r
= (x¡ ‡1)(x¡ ‡3)3(x¡ ‡5)5 +~„r
which permits an immediate determination of the cluster centers ‡1 (approximate simple
zero), ‡3 and ‡5:
‡5 … 0:830 + 0:500i
µ
5
6
+
i
2
¶
‡3 … 0:511¡ 0:167i
µ
1
2
¡ i
6
¶
‡1 … 0:159 + 0:334i
µ
1
6
+
i
3
¶
the numbers in parantheses are the exact multiple zeros of the exact rational polynomial.
The a posteriori computation of the residuals ~ri in
~p0 = (x¡ ‡j)j ~qj + ~rj ; i = 1; 3; 5
yields residuals of order 10¡2 for i = 3 and 5 and of order 2:75£10¡4 for i = 1. Thus, the
accuracy in ~p0 has not been fully accommodated with these decompositions. However,
the SEA for p0 and p00 permits no other grouping of the zeros, which is to be expected
from the original unperturbed situation.
In this case, the method suggested in Section 6 will provide further information about
the location of the zeros within the clusters.2
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This completes our description of an e–cient approach which combines symbolic com-
putation (polynomial division) and numerical computation (in °oating-point arithmetic)
to obtain an adequate insight into the distribution in C of the zeros of a polynomial 2 C[x]
of limited accuracy.
For simple zeros (\1-clusters") one may attempt to improve the location by a Newton
step if this is feasible within the specifled accuracy level; the flnal approximation may
then be validated with a standard validation procedure for simple zeros if this is desired.
In the remainder of this paper, we will consider analogous procedures for genuine
clusters of zeros.
5. Validation of a Cluster inside a Disc
In a symbolic computation system, with rational arithmetic readily available, the ex-
istence of an m-cluster with center ‡ at the accuracy level fi for a polynomial p 2 Q[x]
is easily verifled by exact polynomial division which yields
p(x) = (x¡ ‡)mq(x) + r(x); (5.1)
with r 2 Q[x], so that krk may be checked explicitly.
One may then wish to flnd and validate the radius of a disk about ‡ which contains
all m zeros of the cluster. For this purpose, we deflne the relative cluster residual s for
the cluster at ‡ by (cf. (5.1))
s(z) := ¡r(‡ + z)
q(‡ + z)
: (5.2)
We may assume q(‡ + z) 6= 0 for su–ciently small jzj; otherwise there would have been
an (m+ 1)-cluster at ‡. Let
¾ := minfjzj : q(‡ + z) = 0g > 0; (5.3)
the Taylor expansion of s about the origin
s(z) = s0 + s1z + ¢ ¢ ¢ (5.4)
is well-deflned and converges for jzj < ¾.
In the local variable z of the cluster, a zero of p has to satisfy (cf. (5.1))
zm = s(z); (5.5)
therefore we want to determine and verify a bound on jzj for the m solutions z„ of (5.5)
which correspond to the m zeros ‡ + z„ of p in the cluster. In this context, we may have
to take into account that p is only known at an accuracy level fi.
For su–ciently small and slowly varying s and s0 6= 0, the solutions of (5.5) satisfy
jz„j … j mps0j =: „‰; (5.6)
and they are approximated by the m complex mth roots of s0.
The following theorem extends Banach’s flxed point theorem to the situation of (5.5):
Theorem 5.1. Assume that the rational function s : C! C satisfles s(0) 6= 0 and
js(z)j < ‰m for jzj • ‰: (5.7)
Then, (5.5) has exactly m solutions (counting multiplicities) in B‰ := fjzj < ‰g.
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Proof. (5.7) excludes the possibility of a pole of s for z 2 B‰; therefore, f‚(z) :=
zm ¡ ‚ ¢ s(z) is analytic in z in some disk B„‰, „‰ > ‰, for ‚ 2 [0; 1]. Also, for ‚ 2 [0; 1], f‚
cannot vanish on jzj = ‰: Assume f‚(„z) = „zm ¡ ‚ ¢ s(„z) = 0 for j„zj = ‰, ‚ 2 [0; 1]. Then
‚ ¢ js(„z)j = j„zjm = ‰m; but ‚ ¢ js(„z)j < ‰m by (5.7):
This implies that n(f‚; B‰), the number of zeros (counting multiplicities) of f‚ in B‰ is
constant for ‚ 2 [0; 1]:
n(f‚; B‰) =
1
2…i
Z
@B‰
f 0‚(z)
f‚(z)
dz
is integer and depends continuously on ‚; cf. the Homotopy Invariance Theorem in
Neumaier (1988). As n(f0; B‰) = m, this proves the assertion. 2
According to Theorem 5.1, the validation of a radius ‰ such that there are m zeros of p
in a disk of radius ‰ about ‡ requires the validation of an upper bound on the modulus
of the relative cluster residual s in B‰. If p is only specifled at some accuracy level fi,
this bound must include this uncertainty, i.e. it must bound the relative cluster residuals
for all polynomials which are equivalent to p at that accuracy level.
Since we have not restricted the degree of ~r to m¡ 1 in the deflnition of an m-cluster
(cf. (2.7)), the potential variation in p at an accuracy level fi may be fully re°ected by
a variation of r in (5.1). With our understanding that j‡j < 1 and jzj is very small, the
uncertainty in p may be covered by adding an appropriate constant to the modulus of
the numerator of s; cf. Example 5.1.
For the computation of a radius ‰^ which bounds the moduli jz„j for all cluster zeros
‡ + z„, we assume that we have found a lower bound •¾ for ¾ in (5.3). If the zero of q
deflning ¾ is simple, the Taylor series (5.4) of s will (eventually) converge no slower than
the geometric series for (•¾ ¡ z)¡1, i.e.
jsk+1j • 1•¾ jskj; k su–ciently large. (5.8)
This suggests the following procedure:
By symbolic computation, we compute successive coe–cients sk of (5.4) and test
for (5.8). If we have found that (5.8) holds for k ‚ „k, we consider the function •s : R! R
deflned as
•s(x) := js0j+ js1jx+ ¢ ¢ ¢+ js„kj
•¾x„k
•¾ ¡ x (5.9)
and determine the smallest positive solution ‰^ of •s(x) = xm.
Since js(z)j < •s(x) for jzj • x, ‰^ is a satisfactory value for ‰ in the hypothesis (5.7) of
Theorem 5.1 and thus an upper bound for the cluster radius.
As •s is monotone increasing, a good approximation for ‰^ is easily found numerically|if
it exists! (Note that •s has a pole at •¾.) If •s(x) = xm has no positive solution, a flner
bound for jsj must be used to determine a suitable ‰.
A strict validation of the radius ‰ of a disk about ‡ which contains (at least) m zeros
of p, by means of Theorem 5.1, requires the validation of a realistic upper bound S for
js(z)j on B‰, with S • ‰m. The authors are not aware of standard procedures for this
validation task. Therefore, we wish to draw the attention of the validation community
to this problem. It is obvious that an e–cient computational procedure for its solution
will require a combination of symbolic computation and validation procedures.
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Example 5.1. (cf. Example 2.2.) Assume that only six decimals of ~p are safe; we
consider the three-cluster about ‡ = 0:707 165 and want a disk which contains three
zeros for every polynomial which rounds to the six-decimals version ~~p of ~p.
For ~~p, we obtain
~~p := (x¡ 0:707 165)3(x+ 0:707 107)¡ 10¡7(0:47x2 + 4:38x+ 1:67);
s(z) = ¡r(‡ + z)
q(‡ + z)
:= 10¡7
0:47z2 + 5:04z + 5:00
z + 1:414 272
:= 10¡7(3:54 + 1:06z ¡ 0:42z2 + 0:30z3 ¡ 0:21z4 + ¢ ¢ ¢)
With •¾ = 1:4, we verify that (5.9) holds from the beginning. From •s(x) = x3, with •s
from (5.10) and „k any number ‚ 1, we obtain ‰^ … 0:007 076.
To take into account that each coe–cient of r 2 P3 may have been rounded by 0:5 £
10¡6, we let the modulus of the numerator of s increase by 2 £ 10¡6 which raises js0j
from 0:35£ 10¡6 to 1:77£ 10¡6 and ‰^ to … 0:0121. Thus we know that all polynomials
which round to ~~p have three zeros whose complex distance from 0:7072 is no more than
0:0121.
The problem considered in this section has also been discussed and solved by Neumaier
(1988); however, his approach is quite distinct from ours.
6. Determination and Validation of Individual Zeros of a Cluster
If the given polynomial p may be regarded as exact it should be possible to locate and
validate individual zeros even within a cluster. The direct validation of very close zeros
is di–cult because of the very poor condition of such zeros with respect to the complete
polynomial. If we have determined the approximate centers ~‡i and multiplicities mi of
distinct mi-clusters of zeros, at a reasonably chosen accuracy level, we may form local
polynomials li(z) of degree mi which possess only the zeros z„ (relative to ~‡i) of that
cluster. On that local level, these zeros will normally be well separated in a relative sense
and thus amenable to validation without di–culty.
Since we have previously shown how an e–cient determination of the ~‡i and mi is
possible in a combination of symbolic and °oating-point computation, it appears that
this approach to the validation of clustered zeros is natural and e–cient.
Our procedure for the determination of the local cluster polynomials li is a generaliza-
tion of the well-known Bairstow procedure where polynomials of degree 2 are determined
which vanish at two particular zeros of p, normally a conjugate complex pair of zeros of
a real polynomial; cf. e.g., Schwarz (1988).
We assume that we have found that (cf. (5.1))
„pi(z) := p(‡i + z) = zmi ¢ „qi(z) + „ri(z); (6.1)
now the „qi and „ri are exact polynomials, [„ri] = mi ¡ 1, and k„rik is small. (Given ‡i and
mi, the symbolic computation of „qi is standard.) We set out to compute the coe–cients
of the mith degree polynomial „li which divides „pi exactly and is close to zmi
„pi(z) = „li(z) „ui(z): (6.2)
Actually, since „li is generally not inQ[x], we will only be able to approximate it su–ciently
well.
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At flrst, we note that, in a decomposition
„pi(z) = l(z) q(z) + r(z) (6.3)
with a specifled polynomial l of degree m, the n¡m coe–cients of q and the m coe–cients
of r are unique functions of the m coe–cients of l. (We have assumed that the leading
coe–cients of „pi, l, and q are 1.)
Thus, with
l(z) = zm +
m¡1X
j=0
cjz
j ; q(z) = zn¡m +
n¡m¡1X
j=0
djz
j ; r(z) =
m¡1X
j=0
ejz
j ; (6.4)
we have
e :=
0B@ em¡1...
e0
1CA = F
0B@ cm¡1...
c0
1CA = F (c) (6.5)
where the mapping F : Cm ! Cm is implicitly given by (6.3).
Let z„; „ = 1(1)mi, be the m exact zeros of the cluster about ‡i described by the
decomposition (6.1). Since the jz„j • ‰i are small, the coe–cient vector „c of the exact
„li(z) =
Qmi
„=1(z ¡ z„) in (6.2) is also small; it is thus close to the coe–cient vector c0 = 0
of l0(z) = zmi in (6.1). Therefore, a good approximation ~c of this solution „c of the
nonlinear mi £mi system
F (c) = 0 (6.6)
may be found by one Newton step for (6.6) from the initial approximation c0 = 0.
In order to compute F 0(0), we write (6.3) in the form
„pi(z) =
m¡1X
j=0
ejz
j +
µm¡1X
j=0
d
(1)
j z
j
¶µ
zm +
m¡1X
j=0
cjz
j
¶
+
µm¡1X
j=0
d
(2)
j z
j
¶µ
zm +
m¡1X
j=0
cjz
j
¶2
+ ¢ ¢ ¢ (6.7)
where the d(i)j are obtained through recursive division of q by l and the number of terms
in (6.7) is 1 + entier(n=m).
Difierentiation of (6.7) by some cj , j = 0(1)m¡ 1, and substitution of c = 0 yields
m¡1X
i=0
–ei
–cj
zi +
µm¡1X
i=0
diz
i
¶
zj + terms with zm and higher
or
–ei
–cj
= ¡
‰
di¡j i ‚ j
0 i < j.
where the di (for c = 0) are the coe–cients from (6.4).
Thus, our approximations ~cj are immediately obtained from the triangular linear sys-
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tem 0B@ d0 ¢ ¢ ¢ dmi¡1. . . ...
0 d0
1CA ¢
0B@ ~cmi¡1...
~c0
1CA =
0B@ em¡1...
e0
1CA : (6.8)
Normally, the m zeros of ~l(z) = zm +
Pm¡1
j=0 ~cjz
j provide su–ciently good approxima-
tions for the zeros in the cluster so that each of them can be validated individually by
standard means. Otherwise, the cluster center ‡i is moved to the arithmetic mean of the
approximate cluster zeros and a new local polynomial approximation ~l is computed.
The improvement of a decomposition (6.1) into a decomposition (6.3) with a smaller r
remains meaningful if ~p is not exact but if the accuracy level of ~p is below the size of k„rik
in (6.1). Thus, some localization of the positions of the individual zeros within a cluster
may be feasible and meaningful in such cases. This will generally yield more information
about the zeros of p than the choice of a smaller accuracy level in the original cluster
analysis; cf. Section 4.
Example 6.1. (cf. Example 2.2.) Now we assume ~p to be exact as specifled so that
it makes sense to localize the three zeros of the cluster. With ‡ = 0:707 164 85, we obtain
(cf. (6.1))
„q(z) = z + 1:414 2716 and „r(z) := ¡(5:89£ 10¡8z2 + 2:09£ 10¡8z + 9:33£ 10¡13):
The Newton step (6.8) yields
~c =
0@ d0 0 00 d0 0
0 0 d0
1A¡10@ e0e1
e2
1A := ¡
0@ 0:659£ 10¡121:47£ 10¡8
4:16£ 10¡8
1A: (6.9)
The zeros of ~l(z) := z3 ¡ 4:16£ 10¡8z2 ¡ 1:47£ 10¡8z ¡ 0:659£ 10¡12 are
z1
:= 1:39497£ 10¡4;
z2
:= ¡0:81385£ 10¡4;
z3
:= ¡0:58071£ 10¡4;
the corresponding zeros x„ = ‡ + z„ of ~p become
x1
:= 0:707 304 347 (0:707 304 341)
x2
:= 0:707 083 465 (0:707 083 459)
x3
:= 0:707 106 779 (0:707 106 781)
the values in parantheses are the exact zeros (to nine decimals) of ~p. Note that the trivial
Newton step (6.9) has generated the local polynomial ~l, whose zeros z„ are well separated
in a relative scale, as is appropriate with °oating-point arithmetic.
But remember that this step is meaningful only when the coe–cients of ~p may be
known at least to an accuracy of 10 decimals (cf. Example 2.2).2
7. Conclusions
We have shown how it is possible to locate clusters of zeros of real or complex poly-
nomials by symbolic computations with °oating-point arithmetic. We have also derived
a procedure for the validation of the existence of m zeros in a specifled small disk.
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However, the main goal of the underlying project is the establishment of analogous re-
sults and algorithms for zeros of systems of multivariate polynomials. There, the situation
is much more complicated; the computation of a Groebner Basis of the given polynomi-
als plays a crucial role. Again, standard symbolic computation procedures with rational
arithmetic and criteria of the type \¢ ¢ ¢ = 0" are generally inadequate for the treatment
of systems with coe–cients of limited accuracy, particularly in the neighbourhood of
degenerate situations.
Some results for this case are contained in the second part of Hribernig (1994). Also
the papers quoted at the end of Section 1 contain related material. It is expected that|at
least for systems with isolated zeros|results and algorithms analogous to those in the
present paper will flnally be obtained.
Added in proof. Since the preparation and submission of this paper, investigations on
near-GCDs (also called pseudo-GCDs) have been undertaken independently by various
scientists at a number of research centers, and reports about interesting new results on
this subject have been presented at various conferences and workshops. While it does
not appear suitable to describe and evaluate this work at this occasion, we wish to
acknowledge that some of these results (including some further results by one of the
authors) may furnish an improved basis for the detection of clusters of polynomial zeros.
Furthermore, a computational approach to the analysis of zero clusters in multivari-
ate polynomial systems, generating the approach in Section 6 of this paper, has been
elaborated and published in Stetter (1996).
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